Abstract-Visual surveillance is an emerging research topic in image processing. This paper discusses about various image processing techniques and tools which are available for identification and tracking of moving objects in a crowd. In general, the processing framework of visual surveillance task includes the following stages: detection of moving objects, their classification, tracking, and identification of the behavior. In this paper, we provide a brief overview of the techniques for object detection and tracking as well as some insights to the behavior of the crowd. Object detection and tracking algorithms can be proactively used to respond to accidents, crime, suspicious activities, terrorism, and may provide insights to improve evacuation planning and real-time situation awareness during public disturbances. For the visual surveillance task, the virtual analyst has to work on the information provided by the detection and tracking segment of the system and based on that, it has to discover some interesting patterns within a crowd.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the visual surveillance task there has been increasing interest in finding methods for detecting moving objects in a crowd along with extracting their trajectories. Using this data we can derive useful information about a crowd and analyze the activities of various entities that are present in a crowd. In order to fight crime or monitor for abnormal events, there has been an increase in the installation of video cameras in public areas to keep track of various activities that are happening within a crowd. Visual surveillance in dynamic scenes has a wide range of potential applications, such as a security guard for communities and important buildings, traffic surveillance in cities and detection of military targets, etc. Detection of various activities in a crowd has been always a challenging task mainly because of the limitation imposed by large amounts of video data that is available, hence leaving the task of analysis of behavior of the crowd to human operators. Manual analysis of video happens to be costly, labor intensive, and prone to errors. Moreover, there are several limitations in the manual analysis mainly due to scarce human resources and inability of humans to monitor simultaneous signals [1] . Thus, in order to overcome the shortcomings of the human surveillance capabilities we require a virtual analyst for the recognition of various activities in a crowd. Less well studied is the collective behavior of small groups of people in a crowd. In this paper, we discuss various detection and tracking techniques to discover and extract the trajectories of moving objects which can be cars or people. Hence the low-level processing techniques used are common in almost all the visual surveillance tasks which are as follows: detection of moving objects, classification, tracking, and identification of behavior. Evaluating the group structure of crowds has significant real-world applications. Present models of evacuation consider all people as separate agents making independent decisions. These -particle flow‖ models tend to underestimate the time it takes for people to leave an area because groups of individuals who are together try to leave together, limiting the speed of the group to that of its slowest member. There are various group behavior models which improve the strategies for police intervention during public disturbances. Rather than considering an irrational homogeneous crowd, police should be looking at small groups, only a few of which might merit to disturbing elements.
Much of the work has been done in the computer vision system for the automatic detection and tracking of moving objects, less well studied is the analysis of behavior of objects which can be cars or pedestrians that comprise the crowd. However the task becomes much more complex particularly when the crowd involves interactions between people. In the visual surveillance task Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) have been extensively used in recent years for modelling and identifying activities of the crowd that are captured in the video. For showing less structured group or interactive activities involving multiple temporal processes, Dynamic Probabilistic Networks (DPNs) can be used [2, 3] [6, 7] exploited Coupled Hidden Markov Models (CHMMs) to take into account the causal connections among multiple temporal processes. They are essentially fully coupled pairs of HMMs such that each state is conditionally dependent on all past states of all processes at the previous time instance. However, it can be shown that such a fully connected statespace cannot be factorized effectively therefore leading to poor network topology [8] .
A dynamically Multi-Linked Hidden Markov Model (DML-HMM) introduced by Shaogang Gong and Tao Xiang [65] for the recognition of group activities involving multiple different object events in a noisy outdoor scene, with its topology being intrinsically determined by the underlying causality and temporal order discovered automatically using Schwarz's Bayesian Information Criterion based factorization. A relational clustering approach has also been formulated by Anthony Hoogs Steve Bush Glen Brooksby [9] to address the problem of recognizing group activities, or activities with an arbitrary, variable number of participants.
II. OBJECT RECOGNITION
A visual surveillance task starts with detection of motion. Motion detection segments regions corresponding to moving objects from the rest of an image. All other subsequent processes like tracking and behavior recognition in the crowd are greatly dependent on it. There are two different detection strategies. The videos that are captured from high elevation where people appear small, individual pedestrians are detected by using Reversible Jump Markov Chain Monte Carlo(RJMCMC) to find a set of overlapping rectangles that best explain or -cover‖ the foreground pixels in a binary segmentation generated by adaptive background subtraction. The method being similar to that of [10] , [11] , [12] and is capable of extracting overlapping individuals in crowds up to moderate density. For higher resolution videos, pedestrian detection is attained in each frame using a combination of motion and contour (edge gradient) information, using a set of templates learned offline from training examples extracted from the same camera viewpoint. An HoG detector, implemented from the description in Dalal and Triggs [13] can be used for the same. Based on [14] , motion information can be used to determine regions that are more likely to contain moving pedestrians, in the form of a background subtraction mask. Background subtraction, also known as Foreground Detection, is a method in the fields of image processing and computer vision where an image's foreground is extracted for further processing (object recognition etc.). Generally an image's regions of interest are objects (humans, cars, text etc.) in its foreground. Visual surveillance systems for stationary cameras usually include some sort of motion detection. Motion detection is used to segment moving objects from the rest of the image i.e. the background. Motion detection process can be split into environment modeling, motion segmentation, and object classification. There are several approaches for motion segmentation, some of which are explained as follows:
A. Background subtraction
A very common object segmentation approach is background subtraction. Background subtraction compares an image with an estimate of the image as if it contained no foreign objects. It extracts foreground objects from sections where there is a substantial change between the observed and the estimated image. [19] . A thorough general survey of image change algorithms can be seen in [20] .
B. Temporal differencing
Temporal differencing performs the pixel-wise differences between two or three successive frames in an image sequence to extract moving objects. Temporal differencing is typically computationally economical and is very adaptive to dynamic environments, but it regularly fails at properly extracting the shape of the object in motion and can cause small holes to appear inside moving entities. For getting better results, hybrid approaches can be used which often combine both background subtraction and temporal differencing methods to obtain more robust segmentation approaches.
C. Optical flow
Optical flow is a vector-based method that estimates motion in video by matching points on objects over multiple frames. A reasonably high frame rate is essential for accurate measurements. video using RJMCMC. Right: Sample detections in higher resolution video using an HoG detector for body (left) and head-and-shoulders (right).
After extracting moving regions or objects in an image, the next step in the behavior-recognition process is object classification. In general, for object classification in surveillance video, there are shapebased, motion-based, and feature-based classification methods:
A. Shape-based classification
Based on the geometry of the extracted regions (boxes, silhouettes, blobs) containing motion, we can classify objects in video surveillance. VASM [21] takes image blob dispersedness, image blob area, apparent aspect ratio of the blob bounding box, etc, as key features, and classifies moving-object blobs into four classes: single human, vehicles, human groups, and clutter, using a viewpoint-specific three-layer neural network classifier. Lipton et al. [22] use the dispersedness and area of image blobs as classification metrics to classify all moving-object blobs into humans, vehicles and clutter. Temporal consistency constraints are considered so as to make classification outcomes more accurate. Kunoet al. [23] use simple shape parameters of human silhouette patterns to separate humans from other moving objects.
B. Motion-based classification
This classification method is based on the notion that object motion features and patterns are unique enough to distinguish between objects. Cutler et al. [24] describes a similarity-based procedure to identify and examine periodic motion. Humans can have distinct types of motion which in turn can be used to identify -types‖ of human movements such as walking, running, or skipping, as well as for human identification. By tracing a moving object, its selfsimilarity is calculated as it progresses over time. For periodic motion, its self-similarity measure is also periodic. Therefore time-frequency analysis is applied to detect and characterize the periodic motion, and tracking and classification of moving objects are realized using periodicity. In Lipton's work [25] , residual flow is used to examine rigidity and periodicity of moving objects. It is probable that rigid objects present little residual flow, whereas a nonrigid moving object such as a human being has a higher average residual flow and even exhibit a periodic component. Based on this concept, human motion is distinguished from motion of other objects, such as vehicles.
III. OBJECT TRACKING
After the objects have been detected, the next task for the visual surveillance system is to track the objects from one frame to another consecutively following the sequence. The tracking algorithms can be used in parallel with the object detection during the initial processing.
Tracking over time typically includes matching objects in successive frames using features such as points, lines or blobs. There are numerous mathematical tools available for tracking which include the Kalman filter, the Condensation algorithm, the dynamic Bayesian network, the geodesic method, etc. Tracking procedures are divided into four main types: region-based tracking, active-contour-based tracking, feature-based tracking, and model-based tracking. These categories can also be combined together and used as a hybrid algorithm.
A. Region-Based Tracking
Region-based tracking algorithms track objects according to deviations of the image sections corresponding to the moving objects. For such algorithms, the background image is retained dynamically [26] , [27] , and motion regions are typically identified by subtracting the background from the current image. Wren et al. [28] explore the use of small blob features to track a single human in an indoor location. In their work, a human body is considered as a combination of some blobs respectively representing various body parts such as head, torso and the four limbs. Gaussian distributions of pixel values can be used to model both human body and background scene. Lastly, the pixels belonging to the human body are allocated to the different body part's blobs using the log-likelihood measure. Therefore, by tracking each small blob corresponding to the body parts of human, the moving human is successfully tracked. Recently, McKenna et al. [29] propose an adaptive background subtraction method in which color and gradient information are combined to deal with shadows and unpredictable color cues in motion segmentation. Tracking is then performed at three levels of abstraction: regions, people, and groups. Each region is represented by a bounding box and regions can merge and split. A human is composed of one or more regions assembled together under the condition of geometric structure constraints on the human body, and a human group consists of one or more people grouped together. Hence, using the region tracker and the individual color appearance model, seamless tracking of multiple people is attained, even during occlusion. As far as region-based vehicle tracking is concerned, there are some typical systems such as the CMS mobilizer system supported by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) [30] , and the PATH system developed by the Berkeley group [31] .
B. Active Contour-Based Tracking
Active contour-based tracking algorithms track moving objects by representing their outlines as bounding contours and updating these contours dynamically in consecutive frames [32] , [33] , [34] , [35] . These algorithms aim at directly mining ISSN: 2249-2593 http://www.ijcotjournal.org Page 27
shapes of subjects and deliver more effective descriptions of objects than region-based algorithms. Paragios et al. [36] detect and track multiple moving objects in image sequences using a geodesic active contour objective function and a level set formulation scheme. Peterfreund [37] explores a new active contour model based on a Kalman filter for tracking non-rigid moving targets such as people in spatiovelocity space. Isard et al. [38] adopt stochastic differential equations to describe complex motion models, and combine this approach with deformable templates to cope with people tracking. Malik et al. [39] , [40] have effectively applied active contourbased methods to vehicle tracking.
C. Feature-Based Tracking
Feature-based tracking algorithms accomplish detection and tracking of moving objects by extracting elements, clustering them into higher level features and then matching the features between images. Feature-based tracking algorithms can further be classified into three subcategories according to the nature of selected features: global feature-based algorithms, local feature-based algorithms, and dependence-graph-based algorithms.
1) The features used in global feature-based algorithms include centroids, perimeters, areas, some orders of quadratures and colors [41] , [42] , etc. Polana et al. [43] provide a good example of global feature-based tracking. A person is circumscribed with a rectangular box whose centroid is nominated as the feature for tracking. Even when occlusion occurs between two persons during tracking, as long as the velocity of the centroids can be distinguished efficiently, tracking is still successful. 2) The features used in local feature-based algorithms include line segments, curve segments, and corner vertices [44] , [45] , etc.
3) The features used in dependence-graph-based algorithms include a variety of distances and geometric relations between features [46] .
IV. BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS
After successfully tracking the moving objects from one frame to another in an image sequence, the next task for the visual surveillance system is understanding object behaviors from image sequences. Behavior understanding includes examining and recognition of motion patterns, and the creation of high-level description of actions and interactions. Models of the collective behavior tend to be bimodal. At one extreme are models that consider the entire crowd as one entity. Scholars have assumed that crowds transform individuals so that the resulting collective begins to exhibit a homogeneous -group mind‖ that is highly emotional and irrational [47] . At the other extreme are models considering everyone as independent members acting to maximize their own utility. For example, crowd behavior has been simulated by considering people as particles making local choices based on the principle of least effort [48] . One theory is that crowds consist primarily of small groups, defined as a -collection of individuals who have relations to one another that make them interdependent to some significant degree‖ [49] . Despite being instinctively reasonable, there has been unfortunately little work to validate this hypothesis. Johnson [50] claims that most crowds consist of small groups rather than isolated individuals (see also [51] ). An unpublished study by McPhail found that 89 percent of people attending an event came with at least one other person, 52 percent with at least 2 others, 32 percent with at least 3 others, and that 94 percent of those coming with someone left with the people they came with [52] .Behavior recognition including interpreting sequences of actions of one person or interactions of two or three are commonly based upon Hidden Markov Models [53] or Dynamic Bayes Networks [54] . A HMM is a kind of stochastic state machines [55] . It allows a more refined analysis of data with spatio-temporal variability. The use of HMMs consists of two stages: training and classification. In the training stage, the number of states of a HMM must be defined, and the corresponding state transition and output probabilities are adjusted in order that the generated symbols can correspond to the observed image features of the examples within a specific movement class. In the classification stage, the probability with which a particular HMM produces the test symbol sequence corresponding to the observed image features is computed. HMMs generally outperform DTW for undivided time series data, and are therefore widely applied to behavior understanding. For instance, Starner et al. [56] propose HMMs for the recognition of sign language. Oliver et al. [57] suggest and compare two different state-based learning architectures, namely, HMMs and coupled hidden Markov models (CHMMs) for modeling people behaviors and interactions such as following and meeting. The CHMMs are proven to work much more efficiently and accurately than HMMs. Brand et al. [58] illustrate that, by the usage of the entropy of the joint distribution to learn the HMM, a HMM's internal state machine can be designed to establish observed behaviors into meaningful states. This technique has found applications in video monitoring and explanation, in low bit-rate coding of scene behaviors, and in abnormality detection. The limitation of all these approaches is that they can be typically applied to a small, known number of individuals. There is recent indication that more efficient recognition of group activities is possible by using a model of the group activity process to enable better analysis of the actions of individual members [59] , [60] .
Collective locomotion behavior is also considered in the traffic analysis and crowd simulation community. Models describing traffic flow can be categorized at the macroscopic or the microscopic level [61] .Because macroscopic studies concentrate more on the space allocation for pedestrians in a facility than on the direct interaction between pedestrians, they are not as appropriate for predicting pedestrian groups as for evacuation planning. Microscopic models consider pedestrians as individual entities, with the collective crowd dynamics evolving from the interaction between agents. For example, in the social forces model [62] , the behavior of an individual is subject to long-range forces caused by other pedestrians and environmental components such as obstacles and preferred areas. Similar approaches are used for multi-target tracking [63] , [64] and abnormal behavior detection [66] in crowds. Another example is the Cellular Automaton (CA) model, where individuals move according to a preference matrix that specifies the probabilities for a particular walking direction and speed. Time and state are discretized in CA models, making them responsive to high-performance crowd simulation. Floor field models were presented to substitute individual agents' intelligence with a floor field that is altered by the pedestrians and in turn adjusts their preference matrices. The benefit of using the floor field is that it can turn long-range interactions into local forces. In visual surveillance, floor fields are estimated from visual data and used to support target tracking in dense crowds.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have provided an overview of all the object detection and tracking methods and how based on such information we can derive interesting information about the behavior of the objects that form the dynamic crowd. Currently in many visual surveillance tasks, we need to analyze the behavior of the people in a crowd e.g. whether a person is travelling alone or in a group, and if he is travelling in a group what kind of interactions are going on between them. All this information can be helpful for detecting any kind of suspicious activities that are happening within a crowd, thus identifying any kind of vulnerabilities that the crowd is susceptible to.
Three techniques for motion segmentation are addressed: background subtraction, temporal differencing, and optical flow. We have discussed four approaches to tracking: region based, active-contour based, feature based and model based. A brief overview of the HMMs has been provided for understanding the behavior of the objects that are present in scene. In addition, we examine the state-ofthe-art of behavior description.
Our future extensions include further investigation on the different kinds of interactions among the entities that are possible within a crowd. Also we will be using some clustering techniques to analyze the groups that are forming within a crowd that can be used for realistic crowd simulation.
